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From the National Center for Experiments in
Television, San Francisco, five tapes by the
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will be to control the girl's
boxes vi^-,ving each other on monitor . "My aim
to perform particular actions oil
mental fraume%vork and behavior --lead her
mill be constantly talking and
herself inside her cramped private space . I
movements
to manipulate her . My talk and
u3ing my body in an attempt
." The tape will be shown on two monitors
reactions
will have to react to her
in one room .
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the two cameras are played back
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Dennis Oppenheim
FROI',!T VIEW-20 minutes
DO IT-20 minutes
EXTENDED ARMOR-1 hour
AIR PRESSURE-33 minutes
J11-In m ;""tes
x;,%--1Js
B All1 ,
his wife as
s the artist . manipulating the sc?und made by
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chords and mouth,
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AIR PRESSURA shows We effect of an air hose directed on a human hand and
fo,~- , creating distortions o,,' the flesh that courn to deny the existence of any
bot,ie structure undci-! ,eath .
VIBMTION PROJECT #t is an e .", erimenf in the force of vibrations created
by a pair of drummin~; hands on a masonite board covered with powdered gypsurn .
Natioral Center for Experiments ii Television
IOU Bryant St .
SrinFrE.ricisco, Califo .:aia
I' metal Ti:auf man-executive director
There are five tapes lent by the renter in the Shaw .
Robert N . Zagonr-- and Richard Felciano
LINEARITY-13 minutes 4 seconds
.--ia2c in 1968
V11PQVARVT.`~' is ar, -e,4,.ietic. approach to interpreting mu ;ic by taping a harpist's
hands, usi .7g multiple videotape passes and superirnpositions .
`Aepheri Beck-viu' ,--ographer
Richard Felciano-sound composition
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BPJGID POLK A T THE GEORGE
in r*.-cording
The (VAMPIONSHIP FIGHIL shows the use of the videotape medium
in event i n a non-narrative ma nner
The, taPC Is
photographer nursing a hangover .
BRIGID POLK is a recording of the
Inc .)
- (Andy Warhol Films0
"non-interview" in the form of a spontaneous monologue
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Television Project
the
made possible r>y a grant to
the Arts s and was produce
ght Musical pieCeS accornpanie~- by v
which usually recreate the mood of the mus
ri-Ying, CYBERNETIC
conductud by WA
VIVORK
, condu
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-Ayn,

ouglas Davis, NUMBERS: A VIDEOTAPE EVENT, music : J .C . ,each
Symphony for Double Orchestra, second and third movements, conducted by
Michael Tilson Thomas
5 . Jackie Cassen, VIDEOART, music: Beethoven: Symphony no. 3, third movemeni,
conducted by Erich LeinEdorf
6 . Russell Connor, VIDEOSYNCELASY, music: Wagner : Siegfried's Rhine Journey,
conducted by Michael, Tilson Thomas

7 . James Seavright and Mimi Garrard, TWO SCHOENBERG PIECES, dancers :
Mimi Garrard and Irene Jouhej, music Schoenberg : Five Pieces for Orchestra

op . 16, first and second movements, conducted by Michael Tilson Thomas
?t . Nam Jun~ Paik, ELECTRONIC OPERA no . 2, music; Beethoven: Piano

Conc?rto
4 in ,r-p
. 58, excerpt from the Lhird movement, conducted by
ich L^tnsdorf ; Eugene Istomin, piano soloist ; starring Olivia Tappan, in
collaboration With ShLlya Abe, David Atwood, and John Folsom

Eric Siegel
WAR TRIP
NINS TEIDN
SYMPHONY OF THE PLANETS
TOMORROW INEVER KNOWS
PSYCIDELIVISION
WAR TRIP, is an anti-war statement which explains the relationships between
the commercial television and film media (actual news footage and film clips are
teed) and war itself .
EiNsTEip, The face of Einstein is electronically altered by use of video technique
in,luding the color synthesizer . Background music by Rimsky-Korsakov.
SvMPHONY OF THE PLANETS uses abstract images and synthesized color
as -isual accompaniment to the music of Tcl%afkovsky .
TOMCnROW NEVER KNOWS uses abstract images and synthesized color
s visual accompaniment to the music of the Beatles .
PSYCIrELIVISION is a "T . V . show" to complement the drug experience .
Sie ;ells T . 11% show is complete with a host-mystic, newsfootage, and light show,
all set (,c, rock music .
Pet,' 7C Campus
DOUBLE VISION, a videotape in seven parts
OYNAMIC FIIJ LD SERIES, FIELD #9
~E VISION : S'.,rting with the Aisjotnted primitive response to lig'ht eac.!z
section develops further tho theme of the double image formed by the
juxtaposition of two camerad . Often this is expressed through the unde ;rlying
geornetry of intersecting lines, concentric circles, cones and conic sections . This
development reaches its linear conclusion in the form of the discontinuous
reorganization of an interior space .
MIC FIELD SERIES, FIELD #9: Inside the monitor a pair of hands succeed
through tL surface layer of jilastic .
nobert Whitman
CLOCK
tzq, ed October 6, 1971 in the Finch College Museum of Art
CLOCK was taped at the opening of the show as guests and a group
.
9choolchd1dren pa;qicipawd in the performance
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